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Combined chemical analyses of both the surface and bulk of industrial catalysts is a

significant challenge, because all microanalysis methods reveal either the surface or

the bulk properties but not both. We demonstrate the combined use of hard and soft

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) as a powerful, practical, and nondestructive

tool to quantitatively analyze the chemical composition at the surfaces (�1 nm) and

subsurfaces/bulk (�10 nm) for catalysts. The surface-bulk differentiation is achieved

via an exchangeable anode system, where the Al (Kα, 1486.6 eV) and Cr (Kα,

5414.7 eV) for the XPS and hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES) ana-

lyses, respectively, are interchanged without affecting the X-ray beam position on

the sample. As an archetypical catalyst, we study the perovskite-type material

La0.30Sr0.55Ti0.95Ni0.05O3-δ (LSTNO), which has differing chemical compositions at

the surface and subsurface after reduction and oxidation reactions. We look at the

relative changes in surface composition, which minimizes the error stemming from

the differing relative sensitivity factors in the oxidized and reduced states. The

HAXPES-XPS analysis indirectly confirms the well-known exsolution and formation

of Ni nanoparticles on the surface upon reduction though following changes of Ni

concentration at the surface. However, the XPS-HAXPES analysis demonstrates an

increase in not only the Ni but also the Sr, which corroborates the reorganization

within the perovskite lattice upon reduction. The XPS-measured intensities decrease

for all the accessible peaks (La 3d, Sr 3d, lattice O 1s, and Ti 2p), which is attributed

to the photon diffusion by the surface Ni nanoparticles.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Soft X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a widely used

X-rays in–electrons out microanalysis technique that is suitable

for nondestructive, quantitative, and surface sensitive elemental

analyses, including the determination of oxidation states. The

surface sensitivity is a consequence of the finite photoelectron

escape depth, which is on the order of a few monolayers

when probing with soft X-rays.1 The probing depth is defined

by the photoelectron inelastic mean free path, λ, which is a

function of the incident electron kinetic energy, E (Seah and

Dench2):
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Therefore, it is possible to adjust the probe depth by increasing

the energy of the photoelectrons to hard X-rays (Figure 1, left).2

Such a hard X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (HAXPES) is com-

monly enabled with tunable synchrotron X-ray sources bound to

large-scale facilities; however, laboratory-scale systems are relatively

rare.3,4 Notably, although already at the early stages of XPS develop-

ment, higher energy laboratory-based X-ray sources were tested,

including Mo (Kα = 17 479 eV),5 Ag (Lα = 2984.3 eV),6 Rh

(Lα = 2696.8 eV),6 and Zr (Lα = 2042.4 eV)7; most commercially

available XPS systems comprise of Al source (Kα = 1486.6 eV). The

reason lies in the exponential decay of photoionization cross

section of the elements with increasing excitation energy (Figure 1,

right). However, commercially available laboratory-based systems for

HAXPES do exist.

Notably, recently, a combined standard Al (Kα = 1486.6 eV) and

high-energy Ga (Kα = 9251.7 eV) XPS systems became available.8 In

this letter, we highlight the possibility of a laboratory XPS system that

comprised a combination of soft X-rays from Al (Kα = 1486.6 eV) and

hard X-rays from Cr (Kα = 5414.7 eV) anodes for probing surface and

subsurface changes of catalysts. We aim at bridging the surface and

the bulk analyses in catalysis by studying the technical catalysts, that

is, powder samples, and comparing the results to previous works.9,10

In particular, probing the surface and subsurface compositions of cata-

lysts during reduction and oxidation cycles is the key to determine the

structure-performance relationships in (electro)catalysis, which

include the surface state and catalysis of oxides (MoO3,
11 ZnO,12 etc.)

as well as the strong metal support interactions in metal-oxide sys-

tems.13 To demonstrate this method for studying catalysts, we

selected a well-characterized material, La0.30Sr0.55Ti0.95Ni0.05O3-δ

(LSTNO), which has a perovskite-type ABX3 crystal structure, where

the A-site cations are La3+ and Sr2+, the B-site cations are Ti4+ and

Ni2+, and the X is atomic oxygen. The understoichiometry leads to

improved electrical performance relative to the stoichiometric coun-

terpart and facilitates formation of Sr vacancies (A-site deficiency of

0.85).14 Perovskite-derived Ni catalysts offer the benefit of regenera-

tion after catalyst poisoning through reversible Ni segregation from

the oxide host.9 The Ni ions exsolute from the crystal structure and

aggregate into 5- to 10-nm particles at the surface during reduction

(Figure S1).9 Under oxidizing conditions, the nanoparticles are “re-

incorporated” into the crystal host matrix, only to reappear on the sur-

face as regenerated, catalytically active Ni nanoparticles upon further

cycling. Here, reduction was performed in 10 vol.% H2/Ar at 800�C

for 15 h, and oxidation was conducted in 20 vol.% O2/N2 at 800�C

for 2 h (for detailed experimental parameters, refer to the Supporting

Information). The reversible effects of the redox cycling for the

LSTNO have already been evidenced using X-ray diffraction, X-ray

absorption, and electron microscopy.9 However, no information about

the lattice structural or compositional changes upon redox cycling has

been provided, although it is known that the formation of vacancies

or layers induces strain on the neighboring lattice parameters.15

Controversially, studies of similar materials have reported surface

enrichment of lanthanum16 or strontium.17–19 The sample is a non-

homogeneous powder and as such is not suitable for angular resolved

XPS, which is often used for surface depth profiling of homogeneous

films. In contrast, the XPS-HAXPES combination is appropriate for

studying non-homogeneous and/or powder surfaces and subsurfaces,

which is particularly relevant for LSTNO and many other catalysts.

Thus, the technique fills the current research gap by providing infor-

mation about the surface and subsurface changes in the elemental

compositions of all LSTNO lattice atoms between the oxidized and

reduced states.

2 | METHODOLOGY

The key to differentiate the surface/bulk composition lies in the

exchangeable Al/Cr anode X-ray source. The optics (such as the

F IGURE 1 Left panel: Probing depth as a function of XPS (blue) and HAXPES (red) signal intensity. In XPS, most of the signal intensity
originates from the top layers. Elements at 1 nm depth contribute about 30% towards the signal intensity, while those at 10 nm remain invisible
(0.3% contribution). In HAXPES, the curve is more spread out, with about 19% and 8% signal contribution originating from a layer at 1 and 10 nm,
respectively. Right panel: Photoionization cross section of Ni 2s, Ni 2p, Ti 2s, Ti 2p, and La 3d as a function of incident photon energy. The inset
demonstrates the lighter elements: C 1s and O 1s photoionization cross-section functions. All of the functions follow an exponential decay,
resulting in orders of magnitude difference in photoionization cross section between XPS (Al Kα) and HAXPES (Cr Kα)
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ellipsoidal quartz crystal monochromator position) are adjusted to

maintain the positioning of the X-ray beam regardless of whether soft

(Al anode) or hard (Cr anode) X-rays are used for the analysis. The

high-sensitivity, high-voltage electron analyzer equipped with a high-

transmission input lens20 allows for sufficient detection of the

HAXPES and XPS photoelectrons even though there are orders of

magnitude differences in the photoionization cross sections between

the two techniques (Figure 1, right).21

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Overall, quantification of the Ni dopant is challenging, as it is pre-

sent in very low concentrations. However, the advantage of

HAXPES lies in probing many more electronic states than the XPS

(Figure 2), which in some cases is crucial, such as when there are

overlapping lines in the XPS range. In the case of LSTNO, all Ni

lines (Ni 2p and Ni 2s) overlap with the other signals in the XPS

(La 3d3/2 and O KLL, respectively; Figure S2). This general difficulty

of assessing Ni concentrations in the presence of lanthanum renders

stoichiometric quantification of LSTNO in XPS not possible. In the

HAXPES, the Auger lines shift (see O KLL and Ti LMM) and the Ni

2s states are no longer obstructed. This shift occurs because the

kinetic energy of the Auger electrons does not depend on the exci-

tation energy of the incoming X-rays, while the kinetic energy of

the core photoelectrons does. Therefore, through HAXPES, all the

elements present in the complex system under investigation are

accessible, which is not true in case of XPS due to obstruction of all

Ni signals (both minor Ni 2s and stronger Ni 2p with O KLL and La

3d3/2, respectively; Figure S2).

In technical samples, surface contamination is persistent and

fast-developing. Differentiation of unwanted contaminants from the

pristine surface is straightforward when using the XPS-HAXPES

combination, as demonstrated in the differences between the XPS

and HAXPES in the C 1s (Figure 2 inset) peaks. The strong C 1s XPS

peak from adventitious carbon at 283.3 eV is diminished in the

HAXPES relative to the signals from the bulk Sr 3p1/2.

The exsolution of Ni from perovskites is a process that depends

on both the bulk and surface defects.22

La3+0:30Sr
2+
0:55Ti

4+
0:95Ni

2+
0:05O

2−
3−δo

Ð LalrnLa,r Sr
sr
nSr,r

TitrnTi,r O
or
3−δr

+0:05Ni0, ð1Þ

where the index r refers to reduced state. The perovskite stoichiome-

try ni is governed by the number/size of crystal sites (“ABO3”) and the

principle of electroneutrality in the system.23 The XPS-HAXPES

combination provides information on the elemental concentrations

and the chemical states via the intensities and chemical shifts of

the corresponding peaks, respectively. The absolute determination

of the chemical shifts is bias-prone due to changes in the

work function upon redox cycling. Here, the binding energy correc-

tion was performed with respect to the O 1s (bulk oxygen)

centered at 528.50 eV as its energy is expected to be stable upon

the cycling. The fitting was accomplished using the numerical

convolution of a Lorentzian with a Gaussian lineshapes LA (3,3,0)

after the Shirley background subtraction was performed (see

Supporting Information for more information). One element in par-

ticular draws special attention as evidenced by the HAXPES. That

is, the Ti 2p remains unchanged, but the Ti 1s counts decrease

after the reduction. This is counterintuitive, as both these elec-

tronic states are expected to behave in the same manner,

reflecting the changes in the elemental concentration. Considering

the mean free paths of 3.80 nm and 1.13 nm for the Ti 2p and Ti

1s, respectively, it is evident that the spectral behavior of the lat-

ter is XPS-like, even when measured with the HAXPES (refer to

Supporting Information for details). As such, it is much more

dependent on surface perturbations. In fact, the spectral intensities

for all LSTNO peaks measured using XPS decrease in the reduced

state (Figure S3), which mirrors the transition from a pristine sur-

face to a nanoparticle-covered one. Consequently, quantification of

the LSTNO through XPS is not possible, as the different behavior

of Ti 2p and Ti 1s indicates that the sample morphology signifi-

cantly affects the relative sensitivity factors required for precise

quantification24:

F IGURE 2 The HAXPES (red) and XPS (blue) survey spectra of the oxidized powder La0.30Sr0.55Ti0.95Ni0.05O3-δ. The HAXPES allows probing
more electronic states. The inset shows the region of C 1s, which originates from adsorbed carbon species. Here, the intensity is normalized to
the Sr 3p1/2 peak. Left panel shows the enlarged 1100 to 0 eV binding energy region for easier comparison
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ni
n j

=
Si
S j

Ii
I j
, ð2Þ

where n is number of atoms of element i or j, S is the relative sensitiv-

ity factor, and I is the signal intensity. The relative sensitivity factor

includes contributions from the X-ray flux (f), photoelectron cross

section for the atomic orbitals of interest (σ), angular efficiency factor

based on the X-ray source to electron analyzer angle (θ), efficiency in

the photoelectric process for the formation of photoelectrons at the

nominal photoelectron energy (y), mean free path of the photoelec-

trons in the sample (λ), sample area (A), and detection efficiency (T)24

and is given by

S= fσθyλAT: ð3Þ

The effective mean free path and sample area are subject to

change in catalysis samples, such as from a modified surface rough-

ness, surface area, and particle diameter. Therefore, the sensitivity

factors in oxidized and reduced conditions cannot be assumed to be

the same. To minimize this uncertainty, we restrict the evaluation to

the relative changes, rather than absolute:

ni,r
ni,o
n j,r

n j,o

=

Si,r
Si,o

Ii,r
Ii,o

Sj,r
Sj,o

I j,r
I j,o

: ð4Þ

Thus, the data treatment outlined in Equation 4 allows the cancel-

ation all parameters defining S (Equation 3), except for the effective

mean free path and sample area. Although absolute quantification via

this method is not possible, the relative changes allow for a meaning-

ful interpretation.

Contrary to previous studies on similar systems,18,25 we

observed no changes in the chemical state of Ti between oxidized

and reduced samples (Figure 3). From the binding energy of the Ti

2p at 457.2 eV, we derived that the chemical state is mainly of

the form Ti4+. A small contribution from Ti3+ may be present

(shoulder at 455.4 eV) but remains unchanged between the oxi-

dized and reduced states. The transformation of Ti4+ into Ti3+ is a

direct consequence of oxygen removal from the crystal lattice.14

However, in the presence of Ni2+, a decrease in the B-site valence

will occur preferentially when transitioning from Ni2+ to Ni0. Due

to the higher Ti O bond strengths relative to Ni-O,26 the O Ti O

lattice structure remains relatively stable, while segregated Ni

F IGURE 3 High-resolution HAXPES
spectra of the LSTNO in oxidized (orange)
and reduced (green) states. The measured
HAXPES data are presented as orange
squares and green triangles, with the total
fitting shown as an orange or green solid
lines, respectively. Both the measurement
point and the overall fitting lines are
offset for clarity. The fittings of individual
peaks and doublets originating from spin-
orbit splitting are presented as filled
curves, likewise in orange and green for
oxidized and reduced states, respectively.

For all elements, reduced state peaks
(green) are of the same (e.g., Ti 2p) or
higher (e.g., Sr 3d) intensity, with the
notable exception of Ti 1s. For detailed
information regarding the extended peak
assignment, peak areas, peak area ratios,
and residuals, seeTable S1
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nanoparticle formation is observed. It can also be noted that the

fraction of superficial oxygen removed from the lattice is low rela-

tive to the large number of Ti-occupied sites, which could also

explain no observable Ti4+ reduction. Moreover, the presence of A-

site vacancies counteract the reduction of Ti4+ in under-

stoichiometric LST.14

Significant shifts of the binding energy are observed for the Ni

2s (+0.8 eV) and La 3d (−0.1 eV) peaks towards higher and lower

binding energies, respectively (Figure 3 and Table S3). The first

observation is in perfect agreement with the well-known formation

of metallic Ni0 from Ni2+.9 The second observation is counterintui-

tive. In Equation 1, we considered the oxidation state of La to be

trivalent with no further oxidation possible. However, the chemical

state is also dependent on the chemical environment. Lanthanum

cations are smaller and have a higher charge than strontium cat-

ions, indicating they prefer to stay “buried” in the bulk, rather than

becoming exposed at the surface.27 The decreased electron density

of La after reduction, which is reflected by a shift towards a higher

binding energy, could signify an increased proximity to oxygen

atoms, in particular, the O 1s lateral structure peak25,28 centered at

529.5 eV. This additional O 1s state has been reported for several

metal oxides and has been assigned to the lower coordinated oxy-

gen atoms, that is, those with lower electron densities than the

O2− states of the crystalline network.25

The chemical shifts for all the elements are nearly the same

between the XPS and HAXPES (Table S3). However, the shifts for La

are more prominent in the HAXPES at −0.11 eV compared with

−0.04 eV for the XPS. This signifies larger changes in the subsurface

environment for this element.

Both the XPS and HAXPES indirectly confirm the well-established

exsolution of Ni particles and indicate an enrichment in not only the

Ni, but also in Sr, especially at the surface (Figure 4). Interestingly, the

Sr content increased significantly relative to the O at the surface and

decreased only mildly at the subsurface. This Sr enrichment is in con-

trast to previously reported La surface enrichments of LSTNs with

higher La3+ content, La052Sr0.28Ti0.94Ni0.06O3.
16 It is noted that the

material properties depend on several factors, such as the elemental

doping levels, synthesis route, surface treatment, and material

F IGURE 4 Surface elemental
enrichment and depletion from the
HAXPES (red) and XPS (blue)
measurements. The changes in the
presence of each of the elements
are presented relative to the change
in the other four elements of the
LSTNO. For detailed calculations,
see Tables S1 and S2

F IGURE 5 The LSTNO ideal
cubic crystal structure (space group
Pm�3m), with La3+ (purple), Sr2+

(green), Ti2+ (blue), Ni2+ (red), and O2−

(yellow). Oxygen anions are
represented disproportionally small

relative to their actual size for clarity
of the scheme. Upon LSTNO
reduction, the Sr2+ and Ni2+ diffuse in
parallel to the surface, where the
latter aggregates to form
nanoparticles. At the same time, the
surface is depleted of La3+ and Ti4+

SAMBALOVA ET AL. 5



handling. As either Sr2+ (Bucher et al.17 and Huber et al.18) or La3+

(Neagu et al.16) enrichment have been observed, even for seemingly

similar systems, no general conclusions applicable to all LSTN-type

catalysts can be reached, and each specific system has to be studied

individually. At the same time, bothTi and La decreased at the surface

and subsurface (Figure 4). However, through the combination of the

XPS and HAXPES results, it is clear that La3+ migrated into the subsur-

face more than theTi4+, leaving a La-depleted surface (Figure 5).

4 | CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we demonstrated the power of a combined XPS-HAXPES

analysis to selectively determine changes in the elemental concentra-

tion at the surface and subsurface due to redox reactions. The tech-

nique provides results consistent with prior characterizations

(Ni surface enrichment), while at the same time allowing the selective

study of less pronounced and more analytically challenging changes in

the ion concentrations at the surface and in the bulk. Simultaneously,

Ni and Sr are enriched, while La and Ti are depleted at the surface.

Moreover, we discuss the relative sensitivity factors of the same ele-

ment in the reduced and oxidized states, which cannot be assumed to

be equal, as seen from the different behavior of Ti 1s and Ti 2p.

Therefore, it is crucial to analyze the changes in the elements relative

to each other to indicate when the differences in the relative sensitiv-

ity factors cancel out.
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